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Abstract
We investigate functional dependencies in databases that support complex values such as records, lists, sets and multisets.
Therefore, an abstract algebraic framework is proposed that classiﬁes data models according to the underlying types they support.
This allows to emphasise the impact of the data types rather than the speciﬁcs of a particular data model.
The main results are ﬁnite, minimal, sound and complete sets of inference rules for the implication of functional dependencies
in the presence of records and all combinations of lists, sets and multisets. The inference rules are similar to Armstrong’s original
axioms for the relational data model, thanks to the algebraic framework. The completeness result, however, requires a deep analysis
in the case of sets and, in particular, multisets.
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1. Introduction
Functional dependencies (FDs) were introduced in the context of the relational data model (RDM) by Codd in 1972
(see [30]). Such a dependency is deﬁned on some relation schema R and is an expression of the form X → Y with
attribute sets X, Y ⊆ R. A relation r over R satisﬁes X → Y if any two tuples in r that agree on all attributes in X also
agree on all attributes in Y . In general, FDs satisﬁed by some relation over R are not independent from one another.
That is, an FD X → Y is implied by a set  of FDs, if X → Y is satisﬁed by every relation which already satisﬁes all
dependencies in .
If a database designer chooses several FDs to be satisﬁed by every relation over some relation schema analysed,
then all implied FDs have to be determined. This allows to gain complete knowledge about all consequences of the
semantics deﬁned, and may avoid inconsistencies and undesired behaviour. In practice, however, it is not possible to
study all relations and determine whether a dependency is implied by some given set of dependencies. Therefore, one
is much more interested in syntactical inference rules which may allow to decide this implication problem. A setR of
inference rules is called sound, if every dependency which can be derived from  using only inference rules in R, is
also implied by . In order to capture all dependencies derivable from , the set R has to be complete. That is, every
 An extended abstract of this article was presented at the 10th International Workshop on Logic, Language, Information and Computation
(WoLLIC), July 2003.
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Fig. 1. The three Dimensions of Dependency Theory.
dependency implied by  must also be derivable from  using only rules inR. A sound and complete set of inference
rules for the implication of FDs in the RDM has been proposed by Armstrong [6,7]. In the context of the RDM such
inference rules are easily available, the reason being a well-founded algebraic, yet simple foundation. The set of all
attribute sets for some relation schema forms a Boolean algebra with respect to set union, set intersection and set
complement. This solid foundation is one of the key reasons for the success of the RDM. On the basis of Armstrong’s
axiomatisation, polynomial time algorithms for deciding the implication problem [13,17], deciding the equivalence of
two given sets of FDs [16] and deriving minimal covers for FDs [59] have been developed. A solution to these problems
was a big step towards automated database schema design [16,18] which some researchers see as the ultimate goal in
dependency theory [14]. Moreover, normal form proposals such as Boyce–Codd normal form and Third normal form
[13,14,18,19,30,31] have been semantically justiﬁed a few years later [36,76,82] by formally proving the equivalence
to the absence of redundancies and abnormal update behaviour using again Armstrong’s axiomatisation.
During the last couple of decades, many new and different data models have been introduced. First, so-called
semantic data models have been developed [28,53,72], which were originally just meant to be used as design aids, as
application semantics was assumed to be easier captured by these models [10,29,73]. Later on some of these models,
especially the nested relational model [64,56], object-oriented and object-relational models [12,40,41,66,67] have
become interesting as data models in their own right and some dependency and normalisation theory has been carried
over to these advanced data models [23,42–44,49,51,61,63,64,70,83]. Most recently, the major research interest is on
the model of semi-structured data and XML [1,24]. Integrity constraints have also been studied in the context of XML
[5,26,39,38,79,77]. Almost none of the previous approaches has taken object-equality into consideration when deﬁning
constraints, except for a couple of papers that have looked at set equality [42,57]. We believe that object equality is
natural and common in real applications and should be included in deﬁning data dependencies.
Several researchers have remarked that classical database design problems need to be revisited in new data formats
[4,69,75]. Biskup [21,22] lists in particular two challenges for database design theory: ﬁnding a unifying framework and
extending achievements to deal with advanced database features such as complex object types. We propose to classify
data models according to the type constructors which are supported by the model. This allows to study problems in
dependency theory for various classes of dependencies in the presence of various combinations of types, and gives a
clear outline of future research, as illustrated by the three dimensions in Fig. 1.
The RDM can be captured by a single application of the record type, arbitrary nesting of record and set type cover
aggregation and grouping which are fundamental to many semantic data models as well as the nested RDM [53,56,64].
The Entity-Relationship model and its extensions require record, set and (disjoint) union type [28,72]. A minimal set of
types supported by any object-oriented data model includes records, lists, sets and multisets (bags) [8,12,40,41,66,67].
Genomic sequence data models call for support of records, lists and sets [25,58,68]. Finally, XML requires at least
record (concatenation), list (Kleene Closure), union (optionality), and reference type [1,24].
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In the present paper we consider all combinations of record, set, multiset and list type that include at least the record
type, i.e., capture at least the RDM. The need for these various types arises from applications that store ordered relations,
time-series data, meteorological and astronomical data streams, runs of experimental data, multidimensional arrays,
textual information, voices, sound, images, video, etc. They have been subject to studies in the deductive and temporal
database community for some time [62,65], and occur also naturally in object-oriented databases [12,40,41,66] and
are in particular important for XML [1,24]. Recently, bioinformatics has become a very important ﬁeld of research.
Of course, lists and sets occur naturally in genomic sequence databases [25,58,68]. Multisets are the fundamental data
structure of a number of computational frameworks, such as Gamma coordination language [9], the Chemical Abstract
Machine [20], and P systems modelling membrane computing [33]. For a recent survey on the use of multisets in
various areas of logic and computer science see [27], in which [54] speciﬁcally focuses on database systems. The
contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We provide a unifying framework to capture several data models at a time. This allows one to focus on the data
types rather than the speciﬁcs of a particular data model. Our approach is based on the nesting of ﬂat attributes using
record, list, set and multiset constructor. This can be extended to unions, references, etc. It is proven that the set of all
subattributes of a ﬁxed nested attribute carries the structure of a Brouwerian algebra (co-Heyting algebra) providing
the operations of join unionsq, meet  and pseudo-difference .− as generalisations of the standard set operations of the
powerset algebra on a relation schema.
• We introduce FDs in the presence of these types, and establish sound inference rules to reason about them. Important
differences to the RDM are highlighted.
• The major contributions are ﬁnite, sound and complete sets of inference rules for the implication of FDs in the
presence of records and all combinations of lists, sets and multisets. The inference rules are very similar to the rules
from the RDM, due to the algebraic framework. The presence of the set or multiset type requires two additional
axioms which cannot occur in the RDM.
• In fact, the simplicity of the inference rules will allow us to obtain polynomial-time algorithms for deciding the
implication of (FDs) in the presence of records, lists, sets, and multisets.
• We study the independence of our inference rules proving that they are indeed minimal in each case. This means
that none of the rules can be omitted without losing completeness.
• We compare our approach with previous works, in particular in the context of the nested RDM. It turns out that our
class of FDs yields a complementary expressiveness to those classes that have previously been studied.
The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 introduces the abstract data model based on nested attributes which can be
obtained from ﬂat attributes by various ways of nesting, i.e., records, sets, multisets and lists. Given a nested attribute
N , the set Sub(N) of its subattributes carries the structure of a Brouwerian algebra (co-Heyting Algebra). This is a
slightly more general framework than the powerset algebra in the RDM. Section 3 introduces FDs and proposes a
generalisation of the well-known Armstrong axioms. In the presence of the set or multiset type, the axiomatisation
becomes more sophisticated than in the RDM. This is mainly due to the fact that the values on some subattributes
do not, in general, determine the value on the join of those subattributes. Using the algebraic tools it is shown that
our generalisation results indeed in a sound and complete set of inference rules for the implication of FDs on nested
attributes. In order to show the completeness we construct for each FD  which is not derivable from the given set  of
constraints a two element instance that satisﬁes all the FDs in  but which violates . This is the standard technique,
however, the construction of such a two element instance is non-trivial and involves some combinatorial techniques.
The main result of this section provides a ﬁnite axiomatisation for FDs in the presence of records, sets, multisets and
lists. It is interesting to study whether the inference rules are independent of one another. Section 4 shows that the
axiomatisation is indeed minimal, that is, none of the rules can be omitted without losing completeness. Furthermore,
we provide minimal axiomatisations for FDs in the context of records and all combinations of lists, sets and multisets.
Finally, we compare our approach to work in the literature in Section 6, in particular to works on the nested RDM.
We conclude in Section 7 and comment on future work.
2. An abstract data model
The goal of this section is to provide a unifying framework for the study of dependency classes in the context of
complex object types. Therefore, we introduce a data model based on the nesting of attributes and subtyping. In this
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paper, we will deal with records, lists, sets, and multisets. For a survey on complex-valued databases in which the
recursive application of record and set constructor are considered see [2].
2.1. Nested attributes
We start with the deﬁnition of ﬂat attributes and values for them.
Deﬁnition 1. A universe is a ﬁnite set U together with domains (i.e. sets of values) dom(A) for all A ∈ U . The
elements of U are called ﬂat attributes.
For the RDM a universe was sufﬁcient. That is, a relation schema is deﬁned as a ﬁnite and non-empty subset R ⊆ U .
For data models supporting complex object types, however, nested attributes are needed. In the following deﬁnition we
use a set L of labels, and assume that the symbol  is neither a ﬂat attribute nor a label, i.e.,  /∈ U ∪ L. Moreover, ﬂat
attributes are not labels and vice versa, i.e., U ∩ L = ∅.
Deﬁnition 2. Let U be a universe and L a set of labels. The set NA(U,L) of nested attributes over U and L is the
smallest set satisfying the following conditions:
•  ∈ NA(U,L),
• U ⊆ NA(U,L),
• for L ∈ L and N1, . . . , Nk ∈ NA(U,L) with k1 we have L(N1, . . . , Nk) ∈ NA(U,L),
• for L ∈ L and N ∈ NA(U,L) we have L{N}, L〈N〉, L[N ] ∈ NA(U,L).
We call  null attribute, L(N1, . . . , Nk) record-valued attribute, L{N} set-valued attribute, L〈N〉 multiset-valued at-
tribute, and L[N ] list-valued attribute.
From now on we will assume that a universe U and a set of labels L are ﬁxed. Instead of writing NA(U,L) we
simply write NA.
A relation schema R = {A1, . . . , An} can be viewed as the record-valued attribute R(A1, . . . , An) using
the name R as a label. The null attribute  must not be confused with a null value, which is a distinguished
element of a certain domain. The null attribute rather indicates that some information of the underlying
nested attribute, i.e., some information on the schema level, has been left out. Further explanations
follow.
The mapping dom can be extended from ﬂat to nested attributes, i.e., we deﬁne a set dom(N) of values for
every nested attribute N ∈ NA. We denote empty set, empty multiset, and empty list by ∅, 〈 〉, [ ],
respectively.
Deﬁnition 3. For a nested attribute N ∈ NA we deﬁne the domain dom(N) as follows:
• dom() = {ok},
• dom(A) for A ∈ U as above,
• dom(L(N1, . . . , Nk)) = {(v1, . . . , vk)|vi ∈ dom(Ni) for i = 1, . . . , k}, i.e., the set of all k-tuples (v1, . . . , vk) with
vi ∈ dom(Ni) for all i = 1, . . . , k,
• dom(L{N}) = {{v1, . . . , vn}|vi ∈ dom(N) for i = 1, . . . , n} ∪ {∅}, i.e., dom(L{N}) is the set of all ﬁnite subsets of
dom(N),
• dom(L〈N〉) = {〈v1, . . . , vn〉|vi ∈ dom(N) for i = 1, . . . , n} ∪ {〈 〉}, i.e., dom(L〈N〉) is the set of all ﬁnite multisets
with elements in dom(N),
• dom(L[N ]) = {[v1, . . . , vn]|vi ∈ dom(N) for i = 1, . . . , n} ∪ {[ ]}, i.e., the set of all ﬁnite lists with elements in
dom(N).
The domain of the record-valued attribute R(A1, . . . , An) is a set of n-tuples, i.e., an n-ary relation. The value ok
can be interpreted as the null value “some information exists, but is currently omitted”.
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2.2. Subattributes
The replacement of ﬂat attribute names by the null attribute  within a nested attribute decreases the amount of
information that is modelled by the corresponding attributes. This fact allows to introduce an order between nested
attributes.
Deﬁnition 4. The subattribute relation  on the set of nested attributes NA over U and L is deﬁned by the following
rules, and the following rules only:
• NN for all nested attributes N ∈ NA,
• A for all ﬂat attributes A ∈ U ,
• N for all set-valued, multiset-valued and list-valued attributes N ∈ NA,
• L(N1, . . . , Nk)L(M1, . . . ,Mk) whenever NiMi for all i = 1, . . . , k,
• L{N}L{M} whenever NM ,
• L〈N〉L〈M〉 whenever NM ,
• L[N ]L[M] whenever NM .
For N,M ∈ NA we say that M is a subattribute of N if and only if MN holds. We write MN if and only if M is
not a subattribute of N .
Given the relation schemaR = {A,B,C}, the attribute set {A,C} can be viewed as the subattributeR(A, , C) of the
record-valued attribute R(A,B,C). The occurrence of the null attribute  in R(A, , C) indicates that the information
about the attribute B has been neglected. The inclusion order ⊆ on attribute sets in the RDM is now generalised to the
subattribute relation  .
Lemma 5. The subattribute relation is a partial order on nested attributes.
Informally, MN for N,M ∈ NA if and only if M comprises at most as much information as N does. The
informal description of the subattribute relation is formally documented by the existence of a projection function
NM : dom(N) → dom(M) in case MN holds.
Deﬁnition 6. Let N,M ∈ NA with MN . The projection function NM : dom(N) → dom(M) is deﬁned as follows:
• if N = M , then NM = iddom(N) is the identity on dom(N),
• if M = , then N : dom(N) → {ok} is the constant function that maps every v ∈ dom(N) to ok,
• ifN = L(N1, . . . , Nk) andM = L(M1, . . . ,Mk), thenNM = N1M1×· · ·×
Nk
Mk
which maps every tuple (v1, . . . , vk) ∈
dom(N) to (N1M1(v1), . . . , 
Nk
Mk
(vk)) ∈ dom(M),
• if N = L{N ′} and M = L{M ′}, then NM : dom(N) → dom(M) maps every set S ∈ dom(N) to the set {N
′
M ′(s) : s ∈
S} ∈ dom(M),
• if N = L〈N ′〉 and M = L〈M ′〉, then NM : dom(N) → dom(M) maps every multiset S ∈ dom(N) to the multiset
〈N ′
M ′(s) : s ∈ S〉 ∈ dom(M), and
• if N = L[N ′] and M = L[M ′], then NM : dom(N) → dom(M) maps every list [v1, . . . , vn] ∈ dom(N) to the list
[N ′
M ′(v1), . . . , 
N ′
M ′(vn)] ∈ dom(M).
It follows, in particular, that ∅, 〈 〉, [ ] are always mapped to themselves, except when projected on the null attribute
 in which each of them is mapped to ok. Note that for Y X we have NY = XY ◦NX where ◦ denotes the composition
of functions.
Example 7. The local dance club keeps record of its classes by storing the date on which the class takes place, the
names of its participants, the names of the couples dancing together in that class, and the rating for the class which
reﬂects the average degree of satisfaction of the participants with their dancing partners. In order to capture the semantics
we might use the nested attribute
N = Dance(Date,Participants{Name},Couple{Pair(Female,Male)},Rating).
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We will see later on what constraints can be added to improve modelling.
2.3. The Brouwerian algebra of subattributes
Dependency theory in the RDM is based on the powerset P(R) for a relation schema R. In fact, P(R) is a powerset
algebra with partial order ⊆, set union ∪, set intersection ∩ and set difference −. Having ﬁxed a nested attribute N one
may consider the set Sub(N) of all its subattributes.
Deﬁnition 8. Let N ∈ NA be a nested attribute. The set Sub(N) of subattributes of N is Sub(N) = {M|MN}.
Note that Sub(N) is always ﬁnite. Lemma 5 shows that the restriction of  to Sub(N) is a partial order on Sub(N).
We study the algebraic structure of the poset (Sub(N), ). A Brouwerian algebra [60] is a lattice (L,,unionsq,, .−, 1)
with top element 1 and a binary operation .− which satisﬁes a .−b c iff a  b unionsq c for all c ∈ L. In this case, the
operation .− is called the pseudo-difference. The Brouwerian complement ¬a of a ∈ L is then deﬁned by ¬a = 1 .−a.
A Brouwerian algebra is also called a co-Heyting algebra or a dual Heyting algebra. While in a Heyting algebra the join
of an element and its complement is not necessarily the top element, in a Brouwerian algebra the meet of an element
and its Brouwerian complement is not necessarily the bottom element. The system of all closed subsets of a topological
space is a well-known Brouwerian algebra.
We observe the following: Sub() is isomorphic to the Boolean algebra of order 0, Sub(A), A a ﬂat attribute,
isomorphic to the Boolean algebra of order 1. Sub(L(N)) is isomorphic to Sub(N), Sub(L(N1, . . . , Nn)) isomorphic
to the direct product of Sub(N1), . . . , Sub(Nn), and Sub(L{N}), Sub(L〈N〉), Sub(L[N ]) are all isomorphic to Sub(N)
augmented by a new minimum. It is an easy exercise to show that the set of all (ﬁnite) Brouwerian algebras is closed
with respect to both operations (add a new minimum, direct product). The following theorem generalises the fact
that (P(R),⊆,∪,∩,−,∅, R) is a Boolean algebra for a relation schema R in the RDM. Its formal proof consists of
verifying the axioms of a Brouwerian algebra.
Theorem 9. (Sub(N),  ,unionsqN,N, .−N,N) forms a Brouwerian algebra for every N ∈ NA.
Note that (Sub(N),  ,unionsq,, (·)C, , N) is in general not Boolean. Take for instance N = L[A] and Y = L[]. Then
Y C = N and Y  Y C = Y = . Furthermore, Y CC =  = Y .
In the following we record some properties for join, meet and pseudo-difference operation on (Sub(N), ). Obvi-
ously, the nested attribute N is the top element of (Sub(N), ). According to Deﬁnition 4 the bottom element N can
be described as follows.
Lemma 10. The bottom element N of Sub(N) is given by N = L(N1 , . . . , Nk ) whenever N = L(N1, . . . , Nk),
and N =  whenever N is not a record-valued attribute.
Moreover, Deﬁnition 4 allows to show the following properties.
Lemma 11. Let N ∈ NA and X, Y ∈ Sub(N). The join X unionsqN Y , meet X N Y and pseudo-difference X .−NY of X
and Y in Sub(N) enjoy the following properties:
• if N = L(N1, . . . , Nk),X = L(X1, . . . , Xk) and Y = L(Y1, . . . , Yk), then X ◦N Y = L(X1 ◦N1 Y1, . . . , Xk ◦Nk Yk)
for ◦ ∈ {unionsq,, .−}
• if N = L{M}, X = L{X′}, Y = L{Y ′}, then X ◦N Y = L{X′ ◦M Y ′} for ◦ ∈ {unionsq,},
• if XY and N = L{M}, X = L{X′}, Y = L{Y ′}, then X .−NY = L{X′ .−MY ′},
• if N = L〈M〉, X = L〈X′〉, Y = L〈Y ′〉, then X ◦N Y = L〈X′ ◦M Y ′〉 for ◦ ∈ {unionsq,},
• if XY and N = L〈M〉, X = L〈X′〉, Y = L〈Y ′〉, then X .−NY = L〈X′ .−MY ′〉,
• if N = L[M], X = L[X′], Y = L[Y ′], then X ◦N Y = L[X′ ◦M Y ′] for ◦ ∈ {unionsq,}, and
• if XY and N = L[M], X = L[X′], Y = L[Y ′], then XNY = L[X′MY ′].
In order to simplify notation, occurrences of  in a record-valued attribute are usually omitted if this does not cause
any ambiguities. That is, the subattribute L(M1, . . . ,Mk)L(N1, . . . , Nk) is abbreviated by L(Mi1 , . . . ,Mil ) where
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K{L(A)}
K{λ}
K{L(M[λ])}
K{L(A,M[λ])}
Fig. 2. The Brouwerian algebra of K{L(A,M[N(B,C)])}.
{Mi1 , . . . ,Mil } = {Mj : Mj = Nj and 1jk} and i1 < · · · < il . If Mj = Nj for all j = 1, . . . , k, then we use
 instead of L(M1, . . . ,Mk). The subattribute L1(A, , L2[L3(, )]) of L1(A,B,L2[L3(C,D)]) is abbreviated by
L1(A,L2[]). However, the subattribute L(A, ) of L(A,A) cannot be abbreviated by L(A) since this may also refer
to L(, A).
If the context allows, we omit the index N from the operations unionsqN,N , .−N and from N . The Brouwerian algebra
for K{L(A,M[N(B,C)])} is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Given some nested attributeN ∈ NA andY,Z ∈ Sub(N), we useY CN = N .−Y to denote the Brouwerian complement
of Y in Sub(N). Again, we omit the subscript N if the context allows. The pseudo-difference Z .−Y of Z and Y in
Sub(N) satisﬁes Z .−Y X if and only if ZY unionsq X for all X ∈ Sub(N). Consequently, for all X ∈ Sub(N) holds
Y CX if and only if X unionsq Y = N holds.
2.4. Order, multiplicity and the null attribute
Elements of a list are totally ordered and the same element may occur several times. Elements of a multiset are not
ordered, but the same element may still occur several times. The elements of a set are not ordered and distinct, i.e., an
element of a set occurs precisely once.
We give some more explanations on the null attribute . From an algebraic point of view it is simply the bottom
element N .−N of the Brouwerian algebra carried by N . As already seen, replacing occurrences of nested attributes
by the null attribute according to the rules of the subattribute relationship results in a subattribute and therefore in
a decrease of the amount of information that can be modelled. The null attribute therefore allows to obtain different
layers of information generating ultimately the structure of a Brouwerian algebra for a ﬁxed database schema.
However, the null attribute also offers some interesting features for database modelling, depending on the pres-
ence of certain complex objects. Consider for instance the nested attribute Shopping(Person, Purchase[Article]) which
is used to store the list of articles purchased by a person. Two elements from the corresponding domain could be
(Toni, [Shoes, Top, Shoes, Jacket]) and (Sebastian, [ ]). The projections of these elements on the subattribute
Shopping(Person,Purchase[]) are (Toni, [ok, ok, ok, ok]) and (Sebastian, [ ]) still revealing that Toni bought 4 arti-
cles and Sebastian none. Suppose that instead of using the list-valued attribute Purchase[Article] we used a set-valued
attribute Purchase{Article}, i.e., we are only interested in the different articles a person buys, and not in the order nor
the number of the same articles. The element (Toni, {Shoes,Top, Jacket}) is mapped to (Toni, {ok}), and the element
(Sebastian, ∅) is mapped to itself. The subattribute Shopping(Person,Purchase{}) therefore reveals whether a person
bought anything at all. The feature to store the same data repeatedly therefore enables counting.
The second feature is the ability to model order. This property implies that the projections of any tuple on two
subattributes X and Y of N always determine the projection of that tuple on the join XunionsqY . In case of the set or multiset
constructor, this property is not valid anymore. This will be demonstrated in Example 14.
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3. Axiomatising functional dependencies
We deﬁne FDs on a nested attribute and introduce some sound inference rules for the implication of FDs.
Deﬁnition 12. Let N ∈ NA be a nested attribute. A functional dependency (FD) on N is an expression of the form
X → Y where X ,Y ⊆ Sub(N) are non-empty. A set r ⊆ dom(N) satisﬁes the FD X → Y on N , denoted by
r X → Y , if and only if NY (t1) = NY (t2) holds for all Y ∈ Y whenever NX(t1) = NX(t2) holds for all X ∈ X and
any t1, t2 ∈ r .
In case a set of subattributes is the singleton {X} we also write X instead.
Example 13. Consider Example 7 again. We ﬁrst list FDs that should be speciﬁed for this application. The FD
Dance(Date) → Dance(Participants{Name},Couples{Pair(Female,Male)},Rating)
says informally that the date on which the class takes place determines the names of its participants, the couples which
dance together and the rating of this class. The FD
Dance(Participants{Name}) → {Dance(Couples{Pair(Female)}),Dance(Couples{Pair(Male)})}
tells us that the set of participants determines the set of participating females, and the set of participating males.
The FD
{Dance(Couples{Pair(Female)}),Dance(Couples{Pair(Male)})} → Dance(Participants{Name})
says that the sets of participating females and participating males determines the set of participants. Finally, the rating
of each class is determined by the couples that dance together, i.e.,
Dance(Couples{Pair(Female,Male)}) → Dance(Rating).
Examples of FDs which should not be speciﬁed for this application are the following.
Dance(Participants{Name}) → Dance(Couples{Pair(Female,Male)})
is not a reasonable constraint for this application since dance partners may switch from class to class. Neither are
the FDs
Dance(Participants{Name}) → Dance(Rating) and
{Dance(Couples{Pair(Female)}),Dance(Couples{Pair(Male)})} → Dance(Rating)
meaningful since the rating of the class is not determined by the participants themselves, but by the combination of
dance partners.
The notions of implication () and derivability (R) with respect to a rule system R for FDs on a nested attribute
can be deﬁned analogously to the notions in the RDM (see for instance [2, pp. 163–168]). Let  be a set of FDs, and
X → Y an FD on some nested attribute N . Real-life databases are inherently ﬁnite. Therefore, our attention should
be ﬁrstly directed towards the ﬁnite implication problem where f X → Y holds whenever any ﬁnite instance
r ⊆ dom(N) that satisﬁes all FDs in  also satisﬁes X → Y . However, in the case of FDs the ﬁnite implication
problem coincides with the unrestricted implication problem X → Y . It is obvious that ⊆f holds. If there is
an inﬁnite r ⊆ dom(N) with r  and /r X → Y , then there are t1, t2 ∈ r with /{t1,t2} X → Y . However, {t1,t2}
follows directly from r . It follows that also f ⊆ holds, i.e., unrestricted and ﬁnite implication coincide. We are
interested in the set of all FDs implied by , i.e., ∗ = { |}. Our aim is ﬁnding a set R of inference rules
which is sound (+
R
⊆ ∗) and complete (∗ ⊆ +
R
), where +
R
= { |R} is the set of FDs derivable from 
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using only inference rules from R. The following example reveals a fundamental difference between sound inference
rules in the RDM and our abstract data model. That is, the FD X → X unionsq Y is no longer implied by the FD X → Y in
the presence of sets or multisets. That means, the projections NX(t) and NY (t) of a tuple t ∈ dom(N) on subattributes
X, Y ∈ Sub(N) do not determine the projection NXunionsqY (t) on the join X unionsq Y .
Example 14. Consider Example 7. We choose r = {t1, t2} ⊆ dom(N) with
t1=(29.2.1600, {Dulcinea, Don Quixote, Theresa, Sancho}, {(Dulcinea, Don Quixote), (Theresa, Sancho)}, 10)
and
t2=(1.3.1600, {Dulcinea, Don Quixote, Theresa, Sancho}, {(Dulcinea, Sancho), (Theresa, Don Quixote)}, 3).
The projections of t1 and t2 on X = Dance(Couples{Pair(Female)}) are both
(ok, ok, {(Dulcinea, ok), (Theresa, ok)}, ok)
and the projections of t1 and t2 on Y = Dance(Couples{Pair(Male)}) are both
(ok, ok, {(ok, Sancho), (ok,Don Quixote)}, ok).
However, the projection of t1 on the join Dance(Couples{Pair(Female,Male)}) of X and Y is
(ok, ok, {(Dulcinea,Don Quixote), (Theresa, Sancho)}, ok).
This is different from the projection of t2 on Dance(Couples{Pair(Female,Male)}) which is
(ok, ok, {(Dulcinea, Sancho), (Theresa,Don Quixote)}, ok).
Therefore, the projections NX(t) and NY (t) of a tuple t ∈ dom(N) on subattributes X, Y ∈ Sub(N) do not determine
the projection NXunionsqY (t) on the join X unionsq Y .
Before we introduce some inference rules for FDs, we will give a sufﬁcient condition when values on subattributes
X and Y do determine the values on X unionsq Y .
Deﬁnition 15. Let N ∈ NA. The subattributes X, Y ∈ Sub(N) are reconcilable if and only if one of the following
conditions is satisﬁed:
• Y X or XY ,
• N = L(N1, . . . , Nk),X = L(X1, . . . , Xk), Y = L(Y1, . . . , Yk) where Xi and Yi are reconcilable for all i =
1, . . . , k,
• N = L[N ′], X = L[X′], Y = L[Y ′] where X′ and Y ′ are reconcilable.
Given X, Y ∈ Sub(N) that are reconcilable and some t ∈ dom(N) the projections NX(t) and NY (t) determine
NXunionsqY (t).
Lemma 16. Let N ∈ NA, X, Y ∈ Sub(N) reconcilable and t1, t2 ∈ dom(N). If NX(t1) = NX(t2) and NY (t1) =
NY (t2), then 
N
XunionsqY (t1) = NXunionsqY (t2).
Proof. We proceed by induction on the structure of N . If Y X, then X unionsq Y = X and the statement follows from
the assumption that NX(t1) = NX(t2). If XY , then X unionsq Y = Y and the statement follows from the assumption that
NY (t1) = NY (t2). Let N = L(N1, . . . , Nk),X = L(X1, . . . , Xk) and Y = L(Y1, . . . , Yk). Consequently, t1, t2 ∈
dom(N) have the form t1 = (t11 , . . . , t1k ) and t2 = (t21 , . . . , t2k ) with t ij ∈ dom(Nj ) for j = 1, . . . , k and i = 1, 2. From
NX(t1) = NX(t2) follows NiXi (t1i ) = 
Ni
Xi
(t2i ) for i = 1, . . . , k by deﬁnition of the projection function. Similarly follows
NiYi (t
1
i ) = NiYi (t2i ) for i = 1, . . . , k from NY (t1) = NY (t2). The assumption that X and Y are reconcilable implies that
Xi and Yi are reconcilable for all i = 1, . . . , k. Consequently, we conclude NiXiunionsqYi (t1i ) = 
Ni
XiunionsqYi (t
2
i ) for i = 1, . . . , k.
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This shows that
NXunionsqY (t1)= (N1X1unionsqY1(t11 ), . . . , 
Nk
XkunionsqYk (t
1
k ))
= (N1X1unionsqY1(t21 ), . . . , 
Nk
XkunionsqYk (t
2
k ))
= NXunionsqY (t2)
which we had to prove. It remains to consider the case where N = L[N ′], X = L[X′], Y = L[Y ′]. Consequently,
t1, t2 ∈ dom(N) have the form t1 = [t11 , . . . , t1k ] and t2 = [t21 , . . . , t2l ] with t1i , t2j ∈ dom(N ′) for i = 1, . . . , k and
j = 1, . . . , l. From NX(t1) = NX(t2) follows k = l and N
′
X′ (t
1
i ) = N
′
X′ (t
2
i ) for i = 1, . . . , k by deﬁnition of the
projection function. Similarly follows N ′
Y ′ (t
1
i ) = N
′
Y ′ (t
2
i ) for i = 1, . . . , k from NY (t1) = NY (t2). The assumption that
X and Y are reconcilable implies that X′ and Y ′ are reconcilable. Consequently, we conclude N ′
X′unionsqY ′(t
1
i ) = N
′
X′unionsqY ′(t
2
i )
for i = 1, . . . , k. This shows that
NXunionsqY (t1)= [N
′
X′unionsqY ′(t
1
1 ), . . . , 
N ′
X′unionsqY ′(t
1
k )]
= [N ′X′unionsqY ′(t21 ), . . . , N
′
X′unionsqY ′(t
2
k )]
= NXunionsqY (t2)
which we had to prove. If N is a set-valued or multiset-valued attribute, then XY or Y X according to Deﬁnition
15 of reconcilable subattributes. 
We will see later on that this condition is exact, i.e. if the values on X and Y do determine the value on X unionsq Y , then
X and Y are necessarily reconcilable.
Deﬁnition 17. The following inference rules
X → Y Y ⊆
X → Y
X → X ∪ Y ,
(reﬂexivity axiom) (subattribute axiom) (extension rule)
{X, Y } → {X unionsqN Y } X, Y reconcilable,
X → Y, Y → Z
X → Z
(restricted join axiom) (transitivity rule)
are called the generalised Armstrong axioms for FDs.
3.1. Soundness and some useful inference rules
We show that all FDs that can be derived from a given set  of FDs using any of the rules from Deﬁnition 17 are
also implied by .
Proposition 18. The generalised Armstrong axioms for FDs are sound.
Proof. Let N ∈ NA and r ⊆ dom(N). First consider the reﬂexivity axiom, and let t1, t2 ∈ r with NX(t1) = NX(t2)
for all X ∈ X . Since Y ⊆ X this implies that NY (t1) = NY (t2) holds also for all Y ∈ Y .
For the subattribute axiom let again t1, t2 ∈ r with NX(t1) = NX(t2). For Y X follows NY = XY ◦ NX where ◦
denotes the composition of functions. Consequently, NY (t1) = XY (NX(t1)) = XY (NX(t2)) = NY (t2).
In order to prove the extension rule let t1, t2 ∈ r with NX(t1) = NX(t2) for all X ∈ X . Since r X → Y holds, it
follows that NY (t1) = NY (t2) holds for all Y ∈ Y . Consequently, NZ (t1) = NZ (t2) is true for all Z ∈ X ∪ Y .
For the restricted join axiom let X and Y be reconcilable, and r ⊆ dom(N). Let t1, t2 ∈ r with NX(t1) = NX(t2)
and NY (t1) = NY (t2). Lemma 16 shows that NXunionsqY (t1) = NXunionsqY (t2) holds as well. The correctness of the restricted join
axiom follows.
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For the proof of the transitivity rule let t1, t2 ∈ r with NX(t1) = NX(t2) for all X ∈ Y . Since r X → Y holds, we
infer NY (t1) = NY (t2) for all Y ∈ Y . Moreover, r Y → Z which implies NZ (t1) = NZ (t2) for all Z ∈ Z . This proves
that r X → Z holds as well. 
Recall that the famous Armstrong axioms for the implication of FDs in the RDM consist of the reﬂexivity axiom,
the extension rule and the transitivity rule with X ,Y and Z being sets of ﬂat attribute names. The subattribute and
restricted join axioms, however, are not needed in the RDM since ﬂat attribute names are not comparable anyway, i.e.,
form an anti-chain. We derive a couple of sound inference rules from the generalised Armstrong axioms which will be
needed in the completeness proof.
Proposition 19. The following rules
X → {}
X → Y,X → Z
X → Y ∪ Z
X → {Z}
X → {Y } Y  Z X → ZX → Y Y ⊆Z
(-axiom) (union rule) (subattribute rule) (subset rule)
can be derived from the generalised Armstrong axioms, and are thus sound.
Proof. The following derivation trees show that each inference rule is derivable from the generalised Armstrong
axioms.
-axiom: The set X is non-empty, say X ∈ X .
X → {X}{X}⊆X {X} → {}X
X → {}
union rule:
X ∪ Y → XX ⊆X ∪Y X → Z
X ∪ Y → Z
X → Y X ∪ Y → X ∪ Y ∪ Z X ∪ Y ∪ Z → Y ∪ Z
X → X ∪ Y X ∪ Y → Y ∪ Z
X → Y ∪ Z
subattribute rule:
X → {Z} {Z} → {Y }Y  Z
X → {Y }
subset rule:
X → Z Z → YY ⊆Z
X → Y
The soundness of each inference rule follows therefore from the derivability from the generalised Armstrong
axioms. 
3.2. Completeness
We will use this section to prove the completeness of the generalised Armstrong axioms for the implication of FDs
in the presence of records, lists, sets, and multisets. The key idea for the completeness proof follows the original lines
of reasoning: for every X → Y /∈ + a two element instance {t1, t2} is constructed which satisﬁes all FDs in , but
does not satisfy X → Y . In fact, the projections of t1 and t2 will coincide on exactly those subattributes which are in
the closure X+ = {Z : X → {Z} ∈ +} of X with respect to . The main difﬁculty of the proof is the construction
of such a two element instance which is particularly difﬁcult for sets and multisets.
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The proof is divided into ﬁve parts. First, we show the completeness in Theorem 20 utilising the fact that the closureX+
is a non-empty ideal that is closed under the join of reconcilable attributes. Recall that an ideal [3,34] of some poset
(S, ) is a subset I ⊆ S which is closed downwards with respect to  , i.e., if X ∈ I and Y X, then Y ∈ I as well.
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 20 it remains to construct a two element instance {t1, t2} such that
the projections of t1 and t2 coincide on exactly those subattributes which belong to a non-empty ideal that is closed
under the join of reconcilable elements. The second part of the proof is Lemma 21 where the two elements t1 and
t2 are inductively constructed for null, ﬂat, record- and list-valued attributes. The third part of the proof consists of
technical deﬁnitions and lemmata in order to deal with the remaining cases. Part four shows the construction for set-
valued attributes in Lemma 25, and the ﬁnal part considers multiset-valued attributes in Lemma 29. In each part, the
construction is illustrated by examples.
3.2.1. The main theorem
Theorem 20. The generalised Armstrong axioms are sound and complete for the implication of FDs in the presence
of records, lists, sets and multisets.
Proof. Soundness has been established in Proposition 18. We show the completeness. Let N ∈ NA and  be a set of
FDs on N . Let X → Y be an FD on N with X → Y /∈ +. Let X+ = {Z : X → {Z} ∈ +} be the closure of X with
respect to . Then  ∈ X+ according to the -axiom. The derivability of the union rule implies that X → X+ ∈ +
holds. If Y was a subset of X+, the subset rule would imply that X → Y ∈ +, a contradiction to our assumption.
Hence, Y X+, i.e., there is some Z ∈ Y with Z /∈ X+. According to the subattribute rule X+ is an ideal with
respect to  . Moreover, if U,V ∈ X+ are reconcilable, then the restricted join axiom implies that U unionsq V ∈ X+, too.
Therefore, using Lemma 21 we deﬁne r = {t1, t2} ⊆ dom(N) by
NW(t1) = NW(t2) if and only if W ∈ X+ (1)
holds. It is immediate that /r X → {Z}, and this implies /r X → Y by deﬁnition. It remains to show that r .
Therefore, take any U → V ∈ .
• If U X+, then NU (t1) = NU (t2) for some U ∈ U by (1). Obviously, r U → V .
• If U ⊆ X+, then NU (t1) = NU (t2) for all U ∈ U by (1). Since X → X+ ∈ + it follows from the subset rule that
also X → U ∈ + holds. Applying the transitivity rule again results in X → V ∈ +. Hence V ⊆ X+ by deﬁnition
of the closure X+. We conclude by (1) that NV (t1) = NV (t2) holds for all V ∈ V . This shows r U → V .
As ∗ = {X → Y|X → Y}, it follows that r ∗. Therefore, X → Y /∈ ∗. This proves the completeness. 
3.2.2. The main lemma
The main lemma uses induction arguments for record- and list-valued attributes leaving the cases of set- and multiset-
valued attributes for later.
Lemma 21. Let N ∈ NA, and ∅ = X ⊆ Sub(N) an ideal with respect to  with the property that for reconcilable
X, Y ∈ X also X unionsq Y ∈ X holds. Then there are tN , t ′N ∈ dom(N) with NW(tN) = NW(t ′N) if and only if W ∈ X .
Proof. The proof is done by induction on N . The case N =  is trivial. If N = A is a ﬂat attribute, then there are
two cases X = {} and X = {, A} to consider. In the ﬁrst case we choose tA = a, t ′A = a′ with a, a′ ∈ dom(A) and
a = a′, in the second case tA = a = t ′A.
Consider now the case where N = L(N1, . . . , Nk). For every X ∈ X we have X = (XL(N1))unionsq· · ·unionsq(XL(Nk)).
Consequently, Xi = {X L(Ni) : X ∈ X } is a non-empty ideal in Sub(L(Ni)) for every i = 1, . . . , k. Let Xi, Yi ∈ Xi
be reconcilable. Then Xi = X  L(Ni) and Yi = Y  L(Ni) for some X, Y ∈ X . Since X is an ideal it follows from
XiX and YiY that Xi, Yi ∈ X , too. We conclude that Xi unionsqYi ∈ X since X is closed under the join of reconcilable
elements. Since Xi unionsq Yi = (X unionsq Y )  L(Ni) ∈ X it follows that (Xi unionsq Yi)  L(Ni) = Xi unionsq Yi ∈ Xi by deﬁnition of
Xi . That is, Xi is also closed under the join of reconcilable elements. We know by hypothesis that for all i = 1, . . . , k
there are tL(Ni), t ′L(Ni) ∈ dom(L(Ni)) with 
L(Ni)
L(Wi)
(tL(Ni)) = L(Ni)L(Wi)(t ′L(Ni)) if and only if L(Wi) ∈ Xi holds. Now we
choose tN = (tL(N1), . . . , tL(Nk)) and t ′N = (t ′L(N1), . . . , t ′L(Nk)) and have the equivalence of NW(tN) = NW(t ′N) if and
only if W ∈ X with L(Ni)L(Wi)(tL(Ni)) = 
L(Ni)
L(Wi)
(t ′L(Ni)) if and only if L(Wi) ∈ Xi holds for i = 1, . . . , k.
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K{L(A,M[N(C)])}
{(a′,[(b,c′)])}
K{L(A,M[N(B)])} 
{(a′,[(b′,c)])}
 
 
 
K{L(A)} 
{(a′,[ ])}
K{λ} 
{(a,[ ])}
K{L(M[λ])} 
{(a,[(b,c)])}
φ
K{L(M[N(B,C)])} 
{(a,[(b′,c′)])}
K{L(A,M[N(B,C)])} 
{(a′,[(b′,c′)])}
K{L(M[N(B)])} 
{(a,[(b′,c)])}
K{L(M[N(C)])} 
{(a,[(b,c′)])} K{L(A,M[λ])} 
{(a′,[(b,c)])}
Fig. 3. Identifying terms of the Algebra K{L(A,M[N(B,C)])}.
Suppose N = L[N ′]. Then X = {L[M] : M ∈ Y} ∪ {} for an ideal Y ⊆ Sub(N ′). If Y = ∅, then X = {}.
Deﬁne tN = [ ], t ′N = [n′] ∈ dom(N) for some n′ ∈ dom(N ′). For  = W ∈ Sub(N), say W = L[M ′], we have
then NW(tN) = [ ] = [N
′
M ′(n
′)] = NW(t ′N). This implies NW(tN) = NW(t ′N) if and only if W = . Suppose Y = ∅
and X′, Y ′ ∈ Y are reconcilable. It follows that L[X′], L[Y ′] ∈ X are also reconcilable. Consequently, L[X′ unionsq Y ′] =
L[X′] unionsq L[Y ′] ∈ X by assumption, and X′ unionsq Y ′ ∈ Y . The hypothesis tells us that there are tN ′ , t ′N ′ ∈ dom(N ′) with
N
′
W ′(tN ′) = N
′
W ′(t
′
N ′) if and only if W
′ ∈ Y . We deﬁne tN = [tN ′ ], t ′N = [t ′N ′ ] ∈ dom(N). First, N (tN ) = N (t ′N)
holds, and  ∈ X . For  = W ∈ Sub(N), say W = L[W ′], we obtain
NW(tN) = [N
′
W ′(tN ′)] = [N
′
W ′(t
′
N ′)] = NW(t ′N) iff W ′ ∈ Y iff W ∈ X . 
The remaining cases of set- and multiset-valued attributes are covered by Lemmas 25 and 29, respectively.
3.2.3. Technical lemmata
We use this section to give some technical deﬁnitions and prove some technical results.
Deﬁnition 22. Let N ∈ NA. The identifying term N(X) of X ∈ Sub(N) is inductively deﬁned as follows:
• () = ok,
• A() = a, A(A) = a′ with a, a′ ∈ dom(A) and a = a′ for A ∈ U ,
• L(N1,...,Nk)(L(M1, . . . ,Mk)) = (N1(M1), . . . , Nk (Mk)),• L{N}(L{M}) = {N(M)} and L{N}() = ∅,
• L〈N〉(L〈M〉) = 〈N(M)〉 and L〈N〉() = 〈 〉,
• L[N ](L[M]) = [N(M)] and L[N ]() = [ ].
Fig. 3 shows the subattributes X of K{L(A,M[N(B,C)])} together with their identifying terms.
We establish some results on the projection of identifying terms. If the projection of Y ’s identifying term on X is the
same as the projection of X’s identifying term on X, then is X necessarily a subattribute of Y .
Lemma 23. Let N ∈ NA and X, Y ∈ Sub(N). Then NX(N(Y )) = NX(N(X)) implies XY .
Proof. We will show the contraposition by induction on N . From XY follows X = .
Let N = A be ﬂat attribute. For XY it remains to consider the case where X = A and Y = . Then NX(N(Y )) =
A() = a and NX(N(X)) = A(A) = a′. This shows NX(N(Y )) = NX(N(X)).
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Let N = L(N1, . . . , Nk),X = L(X1, . . . , Xk) and Y = L(Y1, . . . , Yk). From XY follows Xi Yi for some i
with 1 ik. We conclude that NiXi (Ni (Yi)) = 
Ni
Xi
(Ni (Xi)) holds by hypothesis. However, since NX(N(Y )) =
NX(N(X)) is equivalent to the fact that 
Nj
Xj
(Nj (Yj )) = NjXj (Nj (Xj )) holds for all j = 1, . . . , k the statement of the
lemma follows for this case.
Let N = L{N ′}. Then we distinguish between two cases. First, let Y =  and X = L{X′}. Then we have
NX(N(X)) = L{N
′}
L{X′}(L{N ′}(L{X′})) = L{N
′}
L{X′}({N ′(X′)}) = {N
′
X′ (N ′(X
′))},
but
NX(N(Y )) = L{N
′}
L{X′}(L{N ′}()) = L{N
′}
L{X′}(∅) = ∅.
It remains the case where Y = L{Y ′} and X = L{X′}. From X′Y ′ follows N ′
X′ (N ′(Y
′)) = N ′
X′ (N ′(X
′)) by
hypothesis. It follows that
NX(N(Y )) = {N
′
X′ (N ′(Y
′))} = {N ′X′ (N ′(X′))} = NX(N(X)).
+ The proof for the remaining cases of multiset- and list-valued attributes are completely analogous to the case of
set-valued attributes. The analogy is due to Deﬁnition 22 and the replacement of one-element sets (the empty set) by
one-element multisets (the empty multiset) and one-element lists (the empty list), respectively. 
The projection of X’s identifying term on Y is the projection of X  Y ’s identifying term on Y .
Lemma 24. Let N ∈ NA, and X, Y ∈ Sub(N). Then we have NY (N(X)) = NY (N(X  Y )).
Proof. If Y = , then there is nothing to show. If N = Y , then X  Y = X  N = X. If XY , then X  Y = X. In
both cases the lemma is obviously true.
We proceed by induction on N . The cases where N =  or N is a ﬂat attribute follow from the considerations above.
Suppose N = L(N1, . . . , Nk), Y = L(Y1, . . . , Yk) and X = L(X1, . . . , Xk). We compute
NY (N(X))= (N1Y1 (N1(X1)), . . . , 
Nk
Yk
(Nk (Xk)))
= (N1Y1 (N1(X1  Y1), . . . , 
Nk
Yk
(Nk (Xk  Yk))
= NY (N(X  Y )).
Let N = L{N ′}, Y = L{Y ′} and X = L{X′}. It follows
NY (N(X  Y ))= L{N
′}
L{Y ′} (L{N ′}(L{X′}  L{Y ′}))
= L{N ′}
L{Y ′} (L{N ′}(L{X′  Y ′}))
= L{N ′}
L{Y ′} ({N ′(X′  Y ′)})
= {N ′Y ′ (N ′(X′  Y ′))}
= {N ′Y ′ (N ′(X′))}
= L{N ′}
L{Y ′} ({N ′(X′)})
= L{N ′}
L{Y ′} (L{N ′}(L{X′}))
= NY (N(X)).
The proof for the remaining cases of multiset- and list-valued attributes are completely analogous to the case of
set-valued attributes. The analogy is due to Deﬁnition 22 and the replacement of one-element sets (the empty set) by
one-element multisets (the empty multiset) and one-element lists (the empty list), respectively. 
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3.2.4. The case of sets
The construction in the case of set-valued attributes L{P } is based on the following idea. Given some ideal Y of
subattributes of P , one element contains exactly the identifying terms of subattributes in Y while the other element
contains the identifying terms of all subattributes of P .
Lemma 25. LetN = L{P } ∈ NA, and ∅ = X ⊆ Sub(N) an ideal with respect to  . Then there are tN , t ′N ∈ dom(N)
with NW(tN) = NW(t ′N) if and only if W ∈ X .
Proof. Since X = ∅ is an ideal we have  ∈ X . Let X = {L{X} : X ∈ Y} ∪ {} for some Y ⊆ Sub(P ). Let
tN = {P (X) : XP } and t ′N = {P (X) : X ∈ Y}. For W =  we obviously have N (tN ) = ok = N (t ′N). Let now
be W = L{V }. We need to show that
{PV (P (X)) : XP } = {PV (P (X)) : X ∈ Y} if and only if V ∈ Y
holds. It is always true that {PV (P (X)) : X ∈ Y} ⊆ {PV (P (X)) : XP } holds since Y ⊆ Sub(P ).
We show ﬁrst that V ∈ Y implies {PV (P (X)) : XP } ⊆ {PV (P (X)) : X ∈ Y}. Let V ∈ Y . We show that for
all XP there is some Y ∈ Y with PV (P (X)) = PV (P (Y )). If X ∈ Y , then obviously take Y = X. If X /∈ Y , then
take Y = X  V . We conclude PV (P (X)) = PV (P (Y )) by Lemma 24. Certainly, Y ∈ Y since Y is an -ideal.
It remains to show that {PV (P (X)) : X ∈ Y} ⊂ {PV (P (X)) : XP }, if V /∈ Y . Let V /∈ Y . Since Y is an ideal it
follows that all XP with V X also satisfy X /∈ Y . Hence, P (X) ∈ tN , but P (X) /∈ t ′N for all X with V XP .
Suppose there was some X ∈ Y with PV (P (X)) = PV (P (V )). Using Lemma 23 we infer V X and therefore
P (X) /∈ t ′N . This is a contradiction since P (X) ∈ t ′N for all X ∈ Y holds. Consequently, PV (P (X)) = PV (P (V ))
for all X /∈ Y . We conclude that PV (P (V )) ∈ {PV (P (X)) : XP } and PV (P (V )) /∈ {PV (P (X)) : X ∈ Y}. This
concludes the proof. 
Example 26. Consider the nested attribute N = K{L(A,M[O(B,C)])} together with the FDs K{L(A)} →
K{L(M[O(B)])} and K{L(A)} → K{L(M[O(C)])}. The closure X+ of X = K{L(A)} with respect to these
FDs is illustrated in Fig. 4.
We generate two elements tN , t ′N which coincide exactly on the elements of X+. Following the proof of Lemma 25,
tN = {L(A,M[O(B,C)])(X) : XL(A,M[O(B,C)])} is
{(a′, [(b′, c′)]); (a, [(b′, c′)]); (a′, [(b′, c)]); (a′, [(b, c′)]); (a, [(b′, c)]);
(a, [(b, c′)]); (a′, [(b, c)]); (a, [(b, c)]); (a′, [ ]); (a, [ ])}
and t ′N = {L(A,M[O(B,C)])(Y ) : Y ∈ Y} is
{(a, [(b′, c)]); (a, [(b, c′)]); (a, [(b, c)]); (a′, [ ]); (a, [ ])}.
The projections NW(t) and NW(t ′) for W ∈ Sub(N) are:
Indeed, tN and t ′N coincide on all maximal elements of X+, and therefore on all elements of X+. Furthermore, tN
and t ′N deviate on all minimal attributes of Sub(N) which are not in X+.
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K{L(A,M[O(C)])}
K{L(M[O(B)])}
K{L(A,M[O(B,C)])}
 
 
 
K{L(A)}
K{L(A,M[λ])}
K{L(M[O(B,C)])}
K{L(A,M[O(B)])}
K{L(M[O(C)])}
K{λ}
K{L(M[λ])}
λ
Fig. 4. The closure X+ of X = K{L(A)}.
3.2.5. The case of multisets
The strategy used for set-valued attributes does not work for multiset-valued attributes since multiple occurrences of
projections do not vanish in a multiset. At this point it helps to look deeper into the structure of nested attributes. In fact,
the relativised subalgebra (Sub(X),  ,unionsq,, .−, X) with respect to X  X1  · · ·  Xk is Boolean where X1, . . . , Xk
are the -maximal subattributes of X ∈ Sub(N).
Let X, Y ∈ Sub(N) with XY . Then [X, Y ] = {Z ∈ Sub(N) : XZY } is called an interval of Sub(N) [3,34].
Lemma 27. Let N ∈ NA and X ∈ Sub(N). Let {X1, . . . , Xk} be the set of all -maximal proper subattributes of X.
Then ([0X,X],  ,,unionsq, (·), 0X,X) forms a Boolean algebra where 0X = X  X1  · · ·  Xk and Y = (X .−Y ) unionsq 0X
for all Y ∈ [0X,X].
Proof. The order  , meet  and join unionsq in ([0X,X],  ,,unionsq) are the respective restrictions of order, meet and join
from (Sub(N),  ,,unionsq) to [0X,X]. [0X,X] is closed under meet , join unionsq and complement (·). It remains to show
that Y = (X .−Y ) unionsq 0X deﬁnes indeed the complement of Y ∈ [0X,X].
We show that Y  (X .−Y )0X holds for all Y ∈ [0X,X]. If Y = X, then Y  (X .−Y ) = N0X. If Y = 0X,
then Y  (X .−Y ) = 0X0X. For every other Y ∈ [0X,X] we have then Y = Xi1  · · ·  Xin where {1, . . . , k} is the
disjoint union of the two non-empty sets {i1, . . . , in} and {j1, . . . , jm}. Since (Xi1  · · ·  Xin) unionsq (Xj1  · · ·  Xjm) =
(Xi1 unionsq Xj1)  · · ·  (Xin unionsq Xjm) = X holds (the join of two different maximal proper subattributes of X is always X)
we have X .−Y Xj1  · · · Xjm . We conclude that Y  (X .−Y )Xi1  · · · Xin Xj1  · · · Xjm = X1  · · · Xk =
X  X1  · · ·  Xk = 0X.
It follows then that Y unionsq Y = Y unionsq (X .−Y ) unionsq 0X = X unionsq Y unionsq 0X = X, and Y  Y = Y  ((X .−Y ) unionsq 0X) =
(Y  (X .−Y )) unionsq (Y  0X)0X unionsq 0X = 0X. This completes the proof. 
We are going to prove the existence of two elements which deviate in their projections on exactly all elements of a
principal ﬁlter, i.e., on all elements in the shaded area of the left picture in Fig. 5. Recall that a ﬁlter [3,34] of some
poset (S, ) is a subset F ⊆ S that is closed upwards with respect to  , i.e., if X ∈ F and XY , then Y ∈ F as
well. A principal ﬁlter of (S, ) is a ﬁlter of (S, ) that is generated from a single element of S.
The idea is to use a bijection between the intervals [0Y , Y U ] and [Y  U, Y ]. The meet of Y and some -maximal
subattribute U of Y that is not in the principal ﬁlter of Y , however, is always the complement of some atom. This
is illustrated in the right-hand picture of Fig. 5. One multiset contains the identifying terms of all attributes from the
even levels of ([0Y , Y ], ), the other multiset contains the identifying terms of all attributes from the odd levels of
([0Y , Y ], ). The kth level of ([0Y , Y ], ) is deﬁned as the set of all elements in [0Y , Y ] that have distance k to 0Y in
the Hasse diagram of ([0Y , Y ], ), see also [3,34].
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Fig. 5. Illustration of Lemma 28.
Lemma 28. Let N = L〈M〉 ∈ NA and  = X = L〈Y 〉N . Then there are t1, t2 ∈ dom(N) with NW(t1) = NW(t2)for W ∈ Sub(N) if and only if XW .
Proof. Let ([0Y , Y ],  ,,unionsq, (·), 0Y , Y ) be the Boolean algebra according to Lemma 27 where [0Y , Y ] contains 2k
elements. Let Li denote the ith level of ([0Y , Y ], ) for i = 0, . . . , k. Then we deﬁne t1 = 〈M(Z) : Z ∈ Li , i even〉
and t2 = 〈M(Z) : Z ∈ Li , i odd〉. Note that t2 = 〈 〉, if k = 0.
First, it follows that MY (M(Y )) is an element of either 
N
X(t1) or 
N
X(t2). If 
M
Y (M(Y )) = MY (M(Z)) held for
some ZM , then Y Z by Lemma 23. The elements t1 and t2, however, have only identifying terms of subattributes
ZY as members. We conclude that MY (M(Y )) = MY (M(Z)) for Z < Y . This shows that NX(t1) = NX(t2), and
therefore also NW(t1) = NW(t2) whenever XW .
It remains to show that NW(t1) = NW(t2) holds whenever XW holds. It is sufﬁcient to show that NV (t1) = NV (t2)
holds for all -maximal subattributes V ∈ Sub(N) with XV . This is obvious if V = . Let therefore be V = L〈U〉
where U is a -maximal subattribute U ∈ Sub(M) with Y U .
We show ﬁrst that Y  U is always a -maximal proper subattribute of Y . Suppose there is some Z with Y  U <
Z < Y . If U = Z unionsq U , then
U  Y = (Z unionsq U)  Y = (Z  Y ) unionsq (U  Y ) = Z unionsq (U  Y ) = Z
and this contradicts U Y < Z. This shows U < ZunionsqU . If Y ZunionsqU , then Y .−ZU Y Z. This means Y Z which
gives the contradiction Z < Y Z. We conclude that U < Z unionsqU and Y Z unionsqU . This contradicts the -maximality
of U with Y U and shows that Z = Y  U or Z = Y , i.e., Y  U is indeed a -maximal proper subattribute of Y .
This implies that Y  U is always the complement of an atom of ([0Y , Y ], ).
Let [0Y , Y U ], [Y  U, Y ] denote the intervals between 0Y and Y U , and Y  U and Y , respectively. The mapping
Z → Z unionsq Y  U from [0Y , Y U ] to [Y  U, Y ] is bijective with inverse Z → Z  (Y U). Since Y  U is an atom
we have M(Z unionsq Y  U) ∈ t2 whenever M(Z) ∈ t1, and vice versa. The situation is illustrated in the right picture of
Fig. 5.
It is now sufﬁcient to show that MU (M(Z)) = MU (M(Z unionsq Y  U)) for Z ∈ [0Y , Y  U ]. We have
MU (M(Z))= MU (M(Z unionsq 0Y ))
= MU (M((Z  U) unionsq (Y  U  Y  U)))
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Fig. 6. Illustration of Lemma 29.
= MU (M((Z  U) unionsq (Y  U  U)))
= MU (M((Z unionsq Y  U)  U))
= MU (M(Z unionsq Y  U)),
where the last equation follows from Lemma 24. 
For the general construction we pick all -minimal subattributes Mi that are not in the ideal X and form the union
over all multisets given by the previous lemma on all generated principal ﬁlters. This is illustrated by Fig. 6.
Lemma 29. LetN = L〈P 〉 ∈ NA, and ∅ = X ⊆ Sub(N) an ideal with respect to  . Then there are tN , t ′N ∈ dom(N)
with NW(tN) = NW(t ′N) if and only if W ∈ X .
Proof. Let {M1, . . . ,Mn} ⊆ Sub(N) be the set of all -minimal subattributes ofN withMi /∈ X . Since  ∈ X holds it
follows thatMi =  for all i = 1, . . . , n. According to Lemma 28, and for all i = 1, . . . , n, there are tMi , t ′Mi ∈ dom(N)
with NZ (tMi ) = NZ (t ′Mi ) if and only if MiZ. Deﬁne tN =
⋃n
i=1 tMi and t ′N =
⋃n
i=1 t ′Mi , where the union is taken
over multisets. If W ∈ X holds, then Mi W for all i = 1, . . . , n and, consequently NW(tMi ) = NW(t ′Mi ) holds for all
i = 1, . . . , n as well. This implies NW(tN) = NW(t ′N). If W /∈ X holds, then there is some j with 1jn such that
Mj W holds. The element NW(N(Mj )), however, is member of exactly one of NW(tN), NW(t ′N) by the construction.
This implies NW(tN) = NW(t ′N). Consequently, NW(tN) = NW(t ′N) if and only if W ∈ X . 
Example 30. We will illustrate the construction for multisets. Consider the nested attribute N = L〈M〉 with M =
K(J [A],O{P(B,Q{C})}). The structure of (Sub(M), ) is illustrated in Fig. 7 where labels have been omitted.
Let X = {L〈X〉 : X ∈ Y}, where Y is the ideal that consists of all subattributes of M which are circled in
Fig. 7. The -minimal subattributes V ∈ Sub(N) with V /∈ X are V1 = L〈K(J [],O{P(B,Q{})})〉 and V2 =
L〈K(J [A],O{P(, )})〉. The structures of ([K(,O{P(, )}),K(J [],O{P(B,Q{})})], ) and ([K(J [], ),
K(J [A],O{P(, )})], ) are illustrated in Fig. 8.
According to Lemma 28 the following elements are chosen:
t ′1 = 〈([ ], {(b,∅)}); ([ ], {(b′, {c})}); ([a], {(b′,∅)}); ([a], {(b, {c})})〉,
t ′2 = 〈([ ], {(b′,∅)}); ([ ], {(b, {c})}); ([a], {(b,∅)}); ([a], {(b′, {c})})〉,
t ′′1 = 〈([a],∅); ([a′], {(b,∅)})〉,
t ′′2 = 〈([a], {(b,∅)}); ([a′],∅)〉.
Finally, and according to Lemma 29 one chooses
tN = t ′1 ∪ t ′′1 = 〈([ ], {(b,∅)}); ([ ], {(b′, {c})}); ([a], {(b′,∅)}); ([a], {(b, {c})}); ([a],∅); ([a′], {(b,∅)})〉,
t ′N = t ′2 ∪ t ′′2 = 〈([ ], {(b′,∅)}); ([ ], {(b, {c})}); ([a], {(b,∅)}); ([a], {(b′, {c})}); ([a], {(b,∅)}); ([a′],∅)〉.
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Fig. 7. The structure of M = K(J [A],O{P(B,Q{C})}).
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Fig. 8. The structure of Subalgebras in Example 30.
One can verify then that NW(tN) = NW(t ′N) for all -maximal W ∈ X , i.e., W ∈ {L〈K(,O{P(B,Q{C})})〉,
L〈K(J [],O{P(B, )})〉, L〈K(J [],O{P(,Q{})})〉, L〈K(J [A], )〉}. Furthermore, NV1(tN ) = NV1(t ′N) and
NV2(tN ) = NV2(t ′N).
3.3. A note on reconcilability
We demonstrate that reconcilability of X and Y is an exact condition for the soundness of the restricted join
axiom {X, Y } → {X unionsqN Y } . This means that one cannot ﬁnd a weaker sufﬁcient condition for that rule to hold.
Proposition 18 already implies that reconcilability is a sufﬁcient condition. IfX andY are not reconcilable, then we show
that there is some instance r with /r {X, Y } → {X unionsq Y }. It is then sufﬁcient to ﬁnd an ideal Y satisfying the properties
of Lemma 21 and where X, Y ∈ Y , but X unionsq Y /∈ Y . This guarantees the existence of tN , t ′N with NW(tN) = NW(t ′N) if
and only if W ∈ Y . The desired r is then {tN , t ′N }.
Lemma 31. Let N ∈ NA and X, Y ∈ Sub(N). Then Y = {U unionsq V : UX,V Y,U and V are reconcilable} is a
non-empty ideal with respect to  and for all S, T ∈ Y that are reconcilable follows S unionsq T ∈ Y .
Proof. Y is non-empty as  ∈ Y holds. We show that Y is an ideal with respect to  . Let S ∈ Y , i.e., S = U unionsq V
with UX,V Y and U,V are reconcilable. Let T S. Then T = S  T = (U unionsq V )  T = (U  T ) unionsq (V  T )
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where U  T UX and V  T V Y holds. We show that U  T , V  T are reconcilable, and conclude that
T ∈ Y , too. We proceed by induction on reconcilable nested attributes. If UV , then U  T V  T . Similarly, if
V U , then V  T U  T . If T = , then U  T = V  T . Let N = L(N1, . . . , Nk), U = L(U1, . . . , Uk), V =
L(V1, . . . , Vk) and T = L(T1, . . . , Tk). Since U,V are reconcilable it follows that Ui, Vi are reconcilable for all
i = 1, . . . , k. Consequently, Ui  Vi and Vi  Ti are also reconcilable for i = 1, . . . , k. The reconcilability of U  T
and V  T follows from the fact that U  T = L(U1  T1, . . . , Uk  Tk) and V  T = L(V1  T1, . . . , Vk  Tk). Let
N = L[N ′], U = L[U ′], V = L[V ′] and T = L[T ′]. Then U ′, V ′ are reconcilable by deﬁnition, and U ′  T ′, V ′  T ′
are reconcilable as well. Since U  T = L[U ′  T ′] and V  T = L[V ′  T ′] it is proven that U  T and V  T are
indeed reconcilable.
It remains to show thatY is closed under the join of reconcilable elements. Let S, T ∈ Y be reconcilable. We proceed
again by induction on the deﬁnition of reconcilable nested attributes in order to show that S unionsq T ∈ Y holds as well.
Note that this is true, if X =  or Y = . If ST , then S unionsq T = T ∈ Y , and if T S, then S unionsq T = S ∈ Y . Let
N = L(N1, . . . , Nk),X = L(X1, . . . , Xk), Y = L(Y1, . . . , Yk). It follows that Y = {L(M1, . . . ,Mk) : Mi ∈ Yi}
where Yi = {Ui unionsq Vi : UiXi, ViYi and Ui, Vi are reconcilable} is a non-empty ideal for every i = 1, . . . , k.
Let S, T ∈ Y be reconcilable. Then S = L(S1, . . . , Sk), T = L(T1, . . . , Tk) with Si, Ti ∈ Yi for i = 1, . . . , k.
Furthermore, Si, Ti are reconcilable. We know that Si unionsq Ti ∈ Yi holds for every i = 1, . . . , k, and therefore S unionsq T =
L(S1, . . . , Sk) unionsq L(T1, . . . , Tk) = L(S1 unionsq T1, . . . , Sk unionsq Tk) ∈ Y which proves this case.
Let N = L[N ′], X = L[X′], Y = L[Y ′]. It follows that Y = {L[M] : M ∈ Y ′} ∪ {} where Y ′ = {U ′ unionsq V ′ :
U ′X′, V ′Y ′ and U ′, V ′ are reconcilable} is a non-empty ideal. If Y ′ = ∅, then Y = {} and S unionsq T =  ∈ Y . Let
S, T ∈ Y be reconcilable, say S = L[S′] and T = L[T ′]. Consequently, S′, T ′ ∈ Y ′, and the reconcilability of S′, T ′
follows from the reconcilability of S, T . We know that S′ unionsq T ′ ∈ Y ′ which means that S unionsq T = L[S′] unionsq L[T ′] =
L[S′ unionsq T ′] ∈ Y holds. 
4. Minimality
We will investigate whether the generalised Armstrong axioms form a minimal, sound and complete set of inference
rules for the implication of FDs in the sense of the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 32. LetR denote some set of inference rules. An inference rule R is independent fromR if and only if there
is a nested attribute N and a set  of dependencies on N as well as some dependency  with  /∈ +
R
but  ∈ +
R∪{R}.
A sound and complete set R of inference rules is called minimal for the implication of dependencies if and only if
every R ∈ R is independent from R− {R}, i.e., there is no R′ ⊂ R which is complete as well.
We will now show that each of the generalised Armstrong axioms is independent from the rest of the rules.
Lemma 33. The reﬂexivity axiom is independent fromR = {subattribute axiom, extension rule, restricted join axiom,
transitivity rule}.
Proof. Let N = L{A}, = ∅ and  = {, L{}, L{A}} → {}. We present +
R
by the following table where the row
names denote the left-hand side X , and the column names denote the right-hand side Y of an FD X → Y . An FD
X → Y belongs to +
R
if and only if the entry at row X and column Y is a cross ×.
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We can see that  /∈ +
R
. However, as {} ⊆ {, L{}, L{A}} we conclude that  can be inferred from  using
the reﬂexivity axiom. 
Lemma 34. The subattribute axiom is independent from R = {reﬂexivity axiom, extension rule, restricted
join axiom, transitivity rule}.
Proof. Let N = L(A), = ∅ and  = {L(A)} → {}. The following table represents +
R
.
We can see that  /∈ +
R
. However, as L(A) we conclude that  can be inferred from  using the subattribute
axiom. 
Lemma 35. The extension rule is independent fromR = {reﬂexivity axiom, subattribute axiom, restricted join axiom,
transitivity rule}.
Proof. Let N = L(A), = ∅ and  = {L(A)} → {, L(A)}. The following table represents +
R
.
We can see that  /∈ +
R
. However, as {L(A)} → {} ∈ +
R
we conclude that  can be inferred from  using the
extension rule and R. 
Lemma 36. The restricted join axiom is independent from R = {reﬂexivity axiom, subattribute axiom, extension
rule, transitivity rule}.
Proof. Let N = L(A,B), = ∅ and  = {L(A), L(B)} → {L(A,B)}. We compute +
R
by the tables
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and
and
We can see that  /∈ +
R
. However, as L(A) and L(B) are reconcilable, we conclude that  can be inferred from 
using the restricted join axiom. 
Lemma 37. The transitivity rule is independent from R = {reﬂexivity axiom, subattribute axiom, extension rule,
restricted join axiom}.
Proof. Let N = L{A}, = ∅ and  = {L{}, L{A}} → {}. The following table represents +
R
.
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We can see that  /∈ +
R
. However, {L{}, L{A}} → {} can be inferred from {L{}, L{A}} → {L{}},
{L{}} → {} ∈ +
R
by the transitivity rule. We conclude that  can be inferred from  using the transitivity rule
and R. 
It is interesting to note that in every of the previous lemmata trivial FDs have been identiﬁed as witnesses for the
independence of the respective inference rule, i.e., FDs that follow from the empty set of FDs speciﬁed.
The previous lemmata prove the following main result. It shows that there is no proper subset of the generalised
Armstrong axioms which forms also a complete set of inference rules for the implication of FDs.
Theorem 38. The generalised Armstrong axioms form a minimal, sound and complete set of inference rules for the
implication of FDs in the presence of records, lists, sets and multisets.
5. Minimal axiomatisations for all combinations
Theorem 38 captured the implication of FDs in the presence of all types considered in this paper. It is now interesting
to ask what the minimal axiomatisations for all subsets of the set of all types are. The extended abstract [49] presented
an axiomatisation of FDs in the presence of records and sets. The generalised Armstrong Axioms from Deﬁnition 17
are in fact already all needed to capture implication in the presence of these two types. The proofs in Section 4 show
now that this axiomatisation is also minimal.
Multisets behave similar to sets, in the sense that values on the join of two subattributes are not determined by the
individual values on the subattributes. Therefore, the axiomatisation of FDs in the presence of records and multisets
is also given by the generalised Armstrong Axioms. Moreover, the proofs in Section 4 are completely analogous, if
set-valued attributes are replaced by multiset-valued attributes. Therefore, the axiomatisation is even minimal.
The situation becomes easier if only records and lists are considered. Here, the projections of any tuple on arbitrary
subattributes always determine the projection of that tuple on the join of these subattributes. This means that it is
sufﬁcient to consider FDs of the form X → Y where X and Y are subattributes of some nested attribute N . Sets of
subattributes are no longer required as all pairs of subattributes are reconcilable. It has been shown in [52] that the
implication of FDs can be captured by a generalisation of Armstrong’s original axioms. We can therefore summarise
the results of our paper in the following theorem.
Theorem 39.
• The generalised Armstrong Axioms, i.e.,
X → Y Y X,
X → Y
X → X unionsqN Y ,
X → Y, Y → Z
X → Z
form a minimal, sound and complete set of inference rules for the implication of FDs in the presence of records, and
in the presence of records and lists.
• Let T be any non-empty subset of {lists}, sets, multisets} apart from {lists}. The generalised Armstrong Axioms, i.e.,
X → Y Y ⊆ X , {X} → {Y } Y X,
X → Y
X → X ∪ Y ,
{X, Y } → {X unionsqN Y } X, Y reconcilable,
X → Y, Y → Z
X → Z ,
form a minimal, sound and complete set of inference rules for the implication of FDs in the presence of records
and T .
6. Related work
Dependency theory is a well-studied area of research in the context of the RDM. Excellent surveys are provided in
[37,71,74]. The RDM is completely captured by a single application of the record constructor.
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The nested RDM [56] has also attracted research on dependency theory, especially on the issue of normalisation
[61,63]. The FDs studied in those papers arise from a relational representation of the data assuming a complete unnesting.
Take for instance the nested schema {Course(Student-ID,Name)∗} in which for each course the set of participating
students is stored, i.e., their student identiﬁcation number together with their name. A typical FD would be
Student-ID → Name,
i.e., the student identiﬁcation number uniquely determines the student’s name over all courses. FDs in which a set of
objects is determined by some object or in which a set of objects determines an object are not considered. An example
of such an FD would be
Course → (Student-ID)∗,
where the course determines the set of the identiﬁcation numbers of its participants. This, however, can be done using
record- and set-valued attributes. Consider the nested attribute Enrolment(Course, Participant{Student(ID,Name)}).
The FD above is then speciﬁed by
Enrolment(Course) → Enrolment(Participant{Student(ID)}).
On the other hand, FDs in which inside a set-valued attribute L{N} some subattributes of N determine another
subattribute of N can be expressed by the previous approaches but are not yet covered by our approach. The previous
example suggests for instance to consider the structure of embedded nested attributes such as Student(ID,Name). Then
the FD
Student(ID) → Student(Name)
does reﬂect the FD above. The nested RDM is covered by the presence of record- and set-valued attributes.
Next we consider two approaches which have studied FDs in the presence of ﬁnite sets. In [42] FDs are deﬁned as
well-deﬁned path expressions in the presence of records and ﬁnite sets. An axiomatisation for the implication of those
FDs is provided. However, the FDs do not allow arbitrary nesting, and most importantly, the right-hand side of every
FD is always a single path. As the results in this thesis point out the case where the right-hand side is the union of paths
is particularly interesting in the presence of sets (the join axiom is only valid in restricted form). FDs of the form
{S{L(A)}, S{L(B)}} → S{L(A,B)}
cannot be expressed by the approach in [42] as this FD is different from the two trivial FDs
{S{L(A)}, S{L(B)}} → S{L(A)} and {S{L(A)}, S{L(B)}} → S{L(B)}.
There are still differences even if we consider only single paths in the right-hand side. Consider for instance the nested
attribute N(L{K(A,B,C)},D) together with the FD
N(L{K(A,B)}) → N(D),
where the set of value pairs on A,B determines the value on D. FDs which are expressible by the approach in [42] are
N : [L → D] and N : [L : A,L : B → D]
assuming that the labels identify the (embedded) nested attributes. These, however, are both different from
N(L{K(A,B)}) → N(D).
The ﬁrst FD corresponds to
N(L{K(A,B,C)}) → N(D)
and the second corresponds to
{N(L{K(A)}), N(L{K(B)})} → N(D),
respectively. On the other hand, in order to express the FD N : L[A → B] in our context, we need to consider the
embedded nested attributes K(A,B,C) where the FD K(A) → K(B) could be deﬁned. Moreover, attributes in which
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Fig. 9. An XML data tree carrying some functional dependency.
 occurs are not covered in [42]. In summary, the approach in [42] uses partly the expressiveness of the set constructor,
but does not take care of the fact that the extension rule is not valid in the presence of sets. Currently, the expressiveness
of our FDs in the presence of null, ﬂat, record- and set-valued attributes is incomparable to the expressiveness of the
FDs from [42].
A further approach to deﬁning FDs in the context of the nested RDM is provided in [57]. So-called null extended
FDs are deﬁned to admit null values and study the relationship between multi-valued dependencies (MVDs) XY
and FDs X → Y ∗ (here Y refers to the complete unnesting of the relation-valued attribute Y ∗), i.e., the interaction
of different dependency classes in the context of nesting and unnesting. Null extended FDs are again deﬁned on the
basis of paths. FDs from the RDM cannot be expressed. Furthermore, relation-valued attributes can only occur on
the right-hand side of null extended FDs. Consider the nested attribute N = L(A,K{M(B, S{C})}) which would be
expressed as A(B(C)∗)∗ in a slightly simpliﬁed nested RDM. Examples for null extended FDs are
A → (B(C)∗)∗ or AB → (C)∗.
The last of these is not covered yet by our data model. In order to express the last null extended FD in our context
we need to consider combinations of embedded nested attributes, i.e., L(A,M(B, S{C})) in this case. Conversely, the
FD L(A,K{M(B)}) → L(K{M(S{C})}) is again not expressible as a null extended FD. The expressiveness of null
extended FDs and FDs in the presence of null, ﬂat, record- and set-valued attributes is different.
Most recently, the major research interest is on the model of semi-structured data and XML [1,24]. Work on integrity
constraints in the context of XML and object-oriented databases can be found in [5,23,26,38,39,55,70,77–79,83]. The
approaches in [5,23,55,70,78,83] are again based on a relational representation of the data, thus resulting again in a
different expressiveness from our approach. FDs in [5] are not axiomatisable at all. In order to illustrate the difference
to our data model a bit more we look at some examples.
Consider the XML data tree in Fig. 9 containing data on courses organised by the dancing club of the local high
school.
The XML document corresponding to this XML data tree is shown in Fig. 10.
It happens that neither gentlemen nor ladies change their dance partners. That is, for every pair in the XML data tree
He determines She, and vice versa. Both observations are likely to be called FDs.
Now consider the XML data tree in Fig. 11. It is obvious that the observed FDs do no longer hold. Nevertheless the
data stored in this tree is not independent from each other: whenever two courses coincide in all their pairs then they
coincide in their rating, too. That is, in every course the set of Pairs determines the Rating. The reason for this might be
straightforward. Suppose, during every course each pair is asked whether they enjoyed dancing with each other (and
suppose that the answer will not change over time). Afterwards, the average rating is calculated for the course and
stored within the XML document. This, in fact, leads to the FD observed in Fig. 11.
Surprisingly, [5,55,78] all introduced the ﬁrst kind of FDs for XML while the second kind has been neglected so far
in the literature on XML. The reason for this is the path-based approach towards functional dependencies used in all
three papers. The second kind, however, represents FDs that can be captured using nested attributes. Suppose we have
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Fig. 10. An XML document corresponding to the XML data tree in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 11. Another XML data tree still carrying some functional dependency.
the nested attribute
Course(Date,Pair{Partner(He, She)},Rating),
then the FD above reads as
Course(Pair{Partner(He, She)}) → Course(Rating).
In order to capture the ﬁrst kind of FDs via nested attributes one needs to consider the embedded nested attribute
Partner(He, She). In this case the FDs read as Partner(He) → Partner(She) and Partner(She) → Partner(He). For a
graph-oriented approach towards FDs in XML that is based on homomorphisms between subgraphs see [45] and [50].
In order to capture the full expressiveness of XML one will need to consider the union and reference type. Thus,
a Kleene-star element deﬁnition 〈!ELEMENT X(Y )∗〉 can be represented by the list-valued nested attribute X[Y ],
a sequence element deﬁnition 〈!ELEMENT X(Y1, . . . , Yn)〉 by the record-valued attribute X(Y1, . . . , Yn), and an
alternative element deﬁnition 〈!ELEMENT X(Y1| · · · |Yn)〉 by X(Y1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Yn). Furthermore, as the plus-operator
in regular expressions can be expressed by the Kleene-star, an element deﬁnition 〈!ELEMENT X(Y )+〉 can be
represented by the record-valued attribute X(Y,X′[Y ]) with a new label X′. Similarly, optional elements can be
expressed by alternatives with empty elements, thus an element deﬁnition 〈!ELEMENT X(Y ?)〉 will be represented
by the union-valued attribute L(X(Y ) ⊕ X′()). In order to capture the reference structures in XML documents we
may need to consider rational tree attributes. See [32] for fundamental properties of inﬁnite trees. In this case, the
subattribute lattice may become inﬁnite.
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In summary, our approach based on explicit subattributes deviates signiﬁcantly from previous approaches in the
nested RDM, object-oriented data models and XML, yielding a complementary expressiveness. In particular, the
algebraic approach based on a Brouwerian algebra of subattributes is original. The authors are not aware of any other
work which deals speciﬁcally with list and multiset types in the context of FDs.
7. Conclusion and future work
The work in this paper provides an abstract data model that allows to capture many relevant existing data models
according to the types they support. Nested attributes can be generated from ﬂat attributes by various constructions such
as records, lists, sets, and multisets. The set of all subattributes of some ﬁxed nested attribute carries the structure of a
Brouwerian algebra in which the operations of meet, join and pseudo-difference naturally generalise the set operations of
intersection, union and difference from the RDM. Our algebraic approach allows to study various problems generalised
from relational dependency theory under one unifying framework which emphasises the impact of the data type rather
than the speciﬁcs of a particular data model.
In this paper, we have investigated the most common class of dependencies, FDs, in the presence of records,
lists, sets and multisets. The main result provides minimal, sound and complete sets of inference rules for the im-
plication of FDs in all combinations of these types which include the record type, i.e., capture at least the RDM.
In the presence of records and sets, the expressibility of our FDs is complementary to the expressibility of those
that have been studied in previous works on the nested RDM. Our inference rules look very similar to Armstrong’s
original axioms for FDs in the RDM, even in the presence of multiple types. Besides generalisations of the three
original rules, only two new axioms are required to completely capture FDs for all types studied. While the com-
pleteness proof for lists is rather straightforward, the cases of set and multiset types require non-trivial combinatorial
arguments.
Future work is best explained using Fig. 1. The class of FDs should be studied in the presence of union and reference
types which are particularly important for XML [1,24]. The simplicity of the inference rules in Theorem 39 allows us
to obtain polynomial-time algorithms for deciding the implication of FDs in the context of various types. This may
help to decide the equivalence of sets of dependencies or ﬁnding minimal covers for a set of FDs. We intend to extend
previous work on normal forms, i.e. syntactically describe well-designed nested attributes with respect to a given set
of constraints, and to semantically justify this proposal. This means to formally prove the absence of redundancies
and abnormal update behaviour for nested attributes in the normal form proposed. The beginning of this research has
already been made in [46] where the Nested List Normal Form (NLNF) has been proposed and justiﬁed. NLNF is
strictly weaker than a simple extension of Boyce–Codd normal form [19]. Since we used the axiomatisation of FDs
in the presence of lists to show the equivalence of NLNF to the absence of redundancies and update anomalies, the
axiomatisation in this paper may help to justify normal form proposals for more sophisticated combinations of types.
As we have seen in Section 6, our class of FDs deviates from other FDs in the presence of records and sets. The work in
[51] proposes therefore a further normal form which is again equivalent to the absence of redundancies and abnormal
update behaviour caused by these FDs. The proposed normal form is different from other normal form proposals
in the nested RDM [61,63]. The decomposition and synthesis of nested attributes is also subject of future research
[13,14,17–19,76].
More classes of relational dependencies are to be studied next, e.g. MVDs, join and inclusion dependencies. The
work in [47,52] provide minimal axiomatisations for the classes of MVDs, and FDs and MVDs in the presence
of records and lists, thus generalising the work in [15]. Here, the full power of the Brouwerian algebra of subat-
tributes is required since the pseudo-difference operator appears in many of the inference rules. In the presence of
lists, the MVD XY implies the non-trivial FD X → Y  Y C . This is a fundamental and interesting difference to
the RDM. A provably-correct polynomial time algorithm for the implication of FDs and MVDs in the presence of
records and lists can be found in [48] which naturally generalises the work in [11]. We intend to address normali-
sation for FDs and MVDs leading to a normal form proposal which is likely to deviate from a simple extension of
the well-known fourth normal form [35,36,80,81]. For an excellent overview on classes of relational dependencies
see [71].
Finally, a more general treatment in which data dependencies are interpreted as formulae in a suitable logic may
result in a successful treatment as in the RDM [37,74].
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